
#

77

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6027 315 5.27 1.85 33 9 1/2 26.5 7.56 4.51 101 33

CAREER INFORMATION

Games WonGames Started

31%
2016: Ankle (Missed 1 Game –Week 4), Groin (Missed 1 Game –Week 14) 2015: Left Ankle 

Sprain (Missed 13 Games/I.R.) 2014: Knee (Missed 1 Game –Week 4) 2013: Ankle(Missed 

4 Games –Week 1-4), Thigh (Missed 1 Game –Week 17)
INJURIES

Games Played

85

Run-oriented offense, preferably with a Gap-based run blocking scheme, that moves the 

pocket and doesn't emphasize long-developing downfield routes that require linemen to 
protect for extended periods of time.

SUMMARY

Seventh-year LG who has started 76 of 85 games, including 14 of 14 games played in 2016, missing two due to

injuries. Played through an ankle injury in Week 5 and a groin injury in Week 15. Played just over 86% of the
snaps on the season, good for fourth most on the offense overall. Third season playing under OC Sean McVay.

Has a thick, square frame with adequate height and hand size, and solid weight and length, to go along with
solid AA with solid balance and quickness, and adequate agility and explosiveness. Good overall ability on Gap

runs, displaying good lateral agility on Pulls across the formation with the ability to operate as a lead blocker,

take on opponents who are attacking downhill, and open up a running lane. Effectively executes DBL’s in
tandem with his left tackle and center, getting push at the POA with solid play strength. Displays good patience

on individual Drive blocks, allowing opponents to take themselves out of plays when attacking a gap that is
opposite the direction of the play. Solid overall ability on Zone run series, plays with solid quickness and play

speed to the second level and downfield with good timing, especially on screens that require a pause that allows

opponents to get upfield before releasing downfield. Takes proper angles when climbing to second level blocks

in order to cut off both frontside and backside pursuit angles. Settles his feet before making contact, sustaining
second level blocks well with solid play strength. Solid hand placement and timing on both Gap and Zone blocks

(excluding 1st-level Reach blocks), with good hand strength. Solid mental processing to sort through stunts and

blitzes, working in tandem with his LT or C to pass off loopers/crashers or late-arriving blitzes. Good hand

strength when able to time his punch properly with the ability to control and steer opponents. Aggressively

attacks opponents when left free to help teammates, showing good physical toughness. Solid footwork in order

to set at proper depth and shuffle once engaged. Marginal ability on 1st-level Reach blocks, plays with high pad

level, exposing his chest, and lacks the lateral agility and quickness to get his hat and hands across the opponent.

Opponents are able to control the front side of the gap, while he also allows them to cut back across his face and
make plays in the backside gap. Adequate hand placement, timing, and pad level in pass protection, allowing

opponents to get underneath him and control his chest. This results in him playing with adequate anchor,

struggling to rebalance when opponents are able to get underneath him and play with power and leverage.

Often dominated on bull rushes by good or better opponents, loses his balance and gets pushed into the lap of

his QB or goes to the ground. Adequate competitive and mental toughness, shows no discernable ability to raise
his game during critical moments and struggles against higher levels of competition. Starter you can win in spite

of due to his run-blocking ability and strength at the POA in the run game. Adequate overall ability in pass
protection makes him a better fit in a quick-hitting passing scheme that looks to move the pocket with play-

action/boot-legs/roll-outs.

MEASURABLES

2016: 3 sacks allowed, 5 penalties (4 false start, 1 holding)

SCHEME FIT

KEY STATS

WORST

2016: @BAL 10/09, vs PHI 10/16, @CIN 10/30, vs MIN 11/13, vs CAR 12/19

BEST

Tapes Viewed

PROJECTION

Pro Scouting Report

10-26-87(29)

Starter you can win in spite of due to hisrun-blocking ability and strength at the POA in the 

run game. Adequate overall ability in pass protection makes him a better fit in a quick-
hitting passing scheme that looks to move the pocket with play-action/boot-legs/roll-outs

Pull Blocks, 2nd Level Blocks, Timing on Downfield Blocks 

Hand Placement/Timing in Pass Protection, Anchor, 1st-Level Reach Blocks

Positions StartedWinning %

76 26

10 - 3rd - CLE

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Arizona St. (AZST)

TEAM

Washington Redskins

LG/RG

Lauvao, ShawnOG

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hatzipanagiotis, Joey


